This paper addresses the problem of automatically partitioning a video into semantic segments using visual low-level features only. Semantic segments may be understood as building content blocks of a video with a clear sequential content structure. Examples are reports in a news program, episodes in a movie, scenes of a situation comedy or topic segments of a documentary. In some video genres like news programs or documentaries, the usage of different media (visual, audio, speech, text) may be beneficial or is even unavoidable for reliably detecting the boundaries between semantic segments. In many other genres, however, the pay-off in using different media for the purpose of high-level segmentation is not high. On the one hand, relating the audio, speech or text to the semantic temporal structure of video content is generally very difficult. This is especially so in "acting" video genres like movies and situation comedies. On the other hand, the information contained in the visual stream of these video genres often seems to provide the major clue about the position of semantic segments boundaries. Partitioning a video into semantic segments can be performed by measuring the coherence of the content along neighboring video shots of a sequence. The segment boundaries are then found at places (e.g., shot boundaries) where the values of content coherence are sufficiently low. On the basis of two state-of-the-art techniques for content coherence modeling, we illustrate in this paper the current possibilities for detecting the boundaries of semantic segments using visual low-level features only.
Introduction
In recent years, technology has reached a level where vast amounts of digital information are available at a low price. During the same time, the performance-versusprice ratio of digital storage media has steadily increased. Because it is easy and relatively inexpensive to obtain and store digital information while the possibilities to manipulate such information are almost unlimited, the digital libraries in the professional and consumer environment have grown rapidly. Examples are digital museum archives, Internet archives, image/video archives available to commercial service providers and private collections of digital information at home. All of these are characterized by a quickly increasing capacity and content variety.
With steadily increasing information volumes stored in digital libraries of various types, finding efficient ways to quickly retrieve information of interest becomes crucial. Since searching manually through gigabytes of unorganized stored data is tedious and time-consuming, the need grows for transferring information retrieval tasks to automated systems. Realizing this transfer in practice is not trivial and this especially for video and images. The main problem is that typical retrieval tasks such as "find me an image (or a video clip) showing a bird!" are formulated on a cognitive level according to the human capability of understanding the image or video content and analyzing it in terms of semantic elements like, for instance, the meaning (role) of objects, persons, sceneries, thematic (story) segments, meaning of speech fragments or the context of an image or a story in general.
Opposed to this, the information that can be extracted from an image or a video on the algorithmic or system level is much more "technical" than cognitive and consists of low-level features. Examples of these features are color distribution within an image, a video frame or a frame region, texture features (distribution of frequency coefficients in a textured region, wavelet coefficients, textural energy, contrast, coarseness, directionality, repetitiveness, complexity, auto-correlation, cooccurrence matrix, fractal dimension, auto-regressive models, stochastic models, edge distribution, shape/contour parameters and models, spatial relationships between lines, regions, objects, directional and topological relationships), motion vectors for frame regions providing the motion intensity and motion direction, audio features (pitch, frequency spectrum, temporal characteristics, etc.), speech characteristics (e.g., phonemes), etc. Also the temporal variations of the spatial and frequency features listed above can be investigated as "features of the features".
To simulate the cognition-based image and video retrieval on the system level, i.e., to let the automated system extract elements of video semantics by analyzing low-level features of an image or a video, suitable algorithms operating on features need to be developed. These algorithms can be developed using the up-to-date techniques from image and audio analysis and processing, computer vision, statistical signal processing, artificial intelligence, pattern recognition and other related areas. The aimed parallelism between the cognition-based and feature-based image and video retrieval is illustrated in Fig. 1 . With the objective to facilitate the interaction with large volumes of video material stored in emerging high-capacity digital video libraries, a vast diversity of feature-based algorithms for video content analysis was proposed in recent literature. These algorithms can be divided into four major categories,
• Video summarization, • Extraction of semantically meaningful segments from a video, • Semantics-based video classification, • High-level segmentation.
Since it aims at providing a first impression about a video to the user while keeping the information offered to the user as compact as possible, video summarization is an important step in increasing the efficiency of the interaction with a large-scale video database. Recently proposed summarization approaches address this problem from various aspects.
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Extraction of semantically meaningful segments is basically a filtering of a video database and isolating the video segments that may be of interest for retrieval. For instance, using the approach by Saur et al., specific action scenes like wide-angle and close-up views, fast breaks, steals or potential scores may be extracted from a basketball game. 12 In this way, the user does not have to watch the entire game (that may also contain some "boring" parts that are not worth watching) but can enjoy only the extracted highlights. To this category also belong algorithms for extracting the commercial breaks in various TV programs [13] [14] [15] for detecting characteristic events in soccer broadcasts, 16 for detecting events in a tennis game,
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for detecting dialogs, actions and story units in a movie 18 and for extracting movie highlights.
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Semantics-based video classification is mostly performed in view of a number of pre-specified genres and aims at providing the top level of interaction between the user and a video database.
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High-level segmentation is a content analysis step that is typical for video genres characterized by a clear sequential content structure. A sequence belonging to these genres can be modeled as concatenation of separate contexts -semantic segments -each of which is potentially interesting for retrieval. Examples of semantic segments are reports in a broadcast news program, episodes in movies, topic segments of documentary programs or scenes in a situation comedy. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , a semantic segment can be understood as a concatenation of consecutive video shots that are related to each other with respect to their semantic content.
In view of the illustration in Fig. 2 , we can conclude that the objective of highlevel segmentation is to find subsets of all shot boundaries detected along a video such that the series of consecutive shots captured by shot boundaries belonging to these subsets correspond to the semantic segments of a sequence. Partitioning a video into semantic segments is typically approached by measuring the coherence of the content along neighboring video shots of a sequence. Content coherence can be computed based on the presence and temporal behavior of various low-level features in video shots considered. The segment boundaries are then found at places (e.g., shot boundaries) where the values of content coherence are sufficiently low.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of high-level video segmentation that is based on using visual low-level features only. In Sec. 2, we first discuss some major issues that are related to modeling of the content coherence along a video. Subsequently, we motivate in Sec. 3 our concentration on the usage of visual low-level features only and illustrate the current possibilities for content coherence modeling under this constraint on the basis of two state-of-the-art techniques. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Coherence of the Content in Neighboring Video Shots
Partitioning a video into shots can be considered an elementary or a low-level videosegmentation step. The reason for such a characterization is that this process as well as the obtained results do not depend on the actual content of the segmented video. Compared to the process of shot-boundary detection, high-level video segmentation is considerably more complex. Although both the low-level and high-level segmentation have the same underlying principle -detection of coherence within the audiovisual material of a video clip and, consequently, of coherence breaks that determine the boundaries between these clips -the nature of this coherence and the level of difficulty for its detection are different in both cases.
On the one hand, the coherence within a single video shot is found to be mainly in terms of the continuity of visual features from one frame of a shot to the next following frame of that shot. A shot is taken by a single camera that zooms on an object, follows a moving object or pans along a scene. Due to a limited magnitude of motion and by a frame rate as high as 25 to 30 frames a second, each new frame contains a considerable portion of visual material from the previous frame. This type of coherence between consecutive frames may be explored by comparing neighboring frames with respect to their gray-level or color histograms, 26-30 edge sets 31 or by investigating the homogeneity of the motion vector field between the consecutive frames. 32 The coherence ends at a shot boundary where camera starts to show some other scenes or objects with -in general -drastically different visual characteristics than in the previous shot. By suitably measuring the coherence between consecutive frames of a video and by applying suitable thresholds to isolate points of low coherence, shot boundaries may be detected rather successfully.
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The coherence within semantic video segments is, on the other hand, primarily to be searched for as the continuity of the actual (semantic) video content from one video shot to the next following shot. In the following, we will refer to this type of coherence as content coherence as opposed to visual-features coherence in the case of shot-boundary detection. Then, semantic video segments can be defined as parts of a video where the content coherence values remain high. Consequently, the boundaries between neighboring segments can be expected at points at which the content coherence values decrease considerably. The content coherence among all video shots belonging to the same semantic segment may thus be considered as the full analogy to the coherence among the frames within a single video shot in terms of their visual characteristics. The question arises, however, how this content coherence may be detected, quantified and -similarly to the process of shot-boundary detectionseparated from neighboring segments by segment boundaries. Can this be performed as easily as shot-boundary detection by simply measuring and thresholding suitable low-level features?
The difficulty of this problem may be seen on the example of the video clip taken from the Jurassic Park movie and represented by six characteristic frames in Fig. 3 . The clip stretches over three semantic segments namely "discussion in a cottage" (Segment i), "meeting in a restaurant" (Segment i + 1) and "flying to the dinosaurs island" (Segment i + 2). Although the segment boundaries indicated in Fig. 3 are easy to determine manually, transferring this task to the feature level is not trivial. As can be seen from the "meeting" segment, the shots belonging to this segment are taken from different camera angles with different zooms and zoom targets. Further, the first shot showing the restaurant from the "street side" and the arrival of a person participating in the meeting is the introductory shot of the segment although its similarity to other shots in terms of audiovisual features is very low. So, how can we obtain a high value of content coherence between the first segment shot and the rest of the shots of the "meeting" segment? Also, how can we guarantee low values of content coherence at the points where segment boundaries are indicated in Fig. 3 ? As it will be seen from the approaches discussed in the forthcoming section obtaining the coherence values along a video that at least approximately depict semantic segments and their boundaries is indeed possible using low-level features. It also becomes obvious, however, that the feature-based high-level segmentation techniques must be based on certain assumptions regarding the content characteristics of a video sequence that belong to a certain genre (e.g., a movie, situation comedy, drama, news broadcast, documentary). These assumptions are necessary in order to be able to model the content coherence along a sequence as a function of low-level features. Consequently, the success of the segmentation process depends to a high degree on the validity of the assumptions made.
Coherence Modeling: Are Visual Low-Level Features Sufficient?
Combining text, audio, speech and visual information to detect the relation among neighboring shots is necessary for some video genres. A typical example of such a genre is a broadcast news program where report boundaries need to be determined. The report shown in Fig. 4 consists of five shots, each being represented by one frame. It can be easily seen that it is highly difficult (if not impossible) to recognize the thematic interrelation among the shots based on the analysis of their visual content only. For this reason, using information from the speech stream is unavoidable in the attempt to merge the shots in Fig. 4 into a report. As an illustration, in the news segmentation approach proposed by Hanjalic et al., 35 first visual low-level features are used to detect the starting and ending points of all anchorperson shots. Several algorithms proposed in recent literature can be used for this purpose.
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Then, the analysis of the speech stream is performed and the middle points of all "silence" segments are marked. The time stamps in the middle of all "silence" segments and at the starting and ending points of all anchorperson shots denote the partitions of a pre-segmented news video. Each of the time stamps obtained is a potential report boundary. Thus, the report-forming procedure is then basically the process of merging all elementary partitions that belong to the same topic.
Prior to the report-forming procedure, the speech stream of the news program is transferred into text. The report-forming procedure starts with filtering the text of elementary partitions and extracting only the words that are present in the topic database. This database covers a large number of topics and contains sets of keywords per topic. Each keyword is also assigned a weighting factor that quantifies the importance of that keyword for a certain topic. Weighting factors are useful since they allow, for instance, a long keyword list per topic and ease the usage of the same keywords for different topics.
Depending on which keywords are found in a certain elementary partition and what the weighting factors of these keywords are, topics from the database are assigned to each partition with the corresponding likelihood values. Then, the set of likelihood values per partition is thresholded in order to separate the most probable from least probable topics for each of the partitions. The threshold is computed by defining the "critical" number of keywords per topic in a partition and by requiring certain minimal values for weighting factors of the keywords found. In the next step, the behavior of the likelihood for each topic is investigated along all partitions of the news sequence and the likelihood of a topic per partition is adjusted depending on the likelihood for that topic in the surrounding partitions. In the final step, topics are assigned to each partition in view of the obtained likelihood values and the consecutive partitions being assigned the same topic are merged together into a report on that topic. Note that using the described procedure, multiple topics can be assigned to one partition which may be the case with the so-called "short-news" segments (quick overview of several topics without the appearance of an anchorperson in-between and with missing or unnoticeable "silence" speech segments).
Nevertheless, for many video genres other than broadcast news or a documentary, the pay-off in using different media for detecting the boundaries between consecutive semantic segments is not high. On the one hand, relating the audio or speech features and even the keywords to the semantic temporal structure of video content is generally very difficult. This is especially so in "acting" video genres like movies and situation comedies. Some simple possibilities are, for instance, detection of "silence" fragments, distinguishing between speech and music, etc. On the other hand, the information contained in the visual stream of these video genres often seems to provide the major clue about the position of semantic segments boundaries.
While many proposals for segmenting broadcast news programs may be found in recent literature, e.g. in Refs. 35, and 38-41, not many approaches address the problem of partitioning other video genres into the corresponding semantic segments. In this section, we concentrate on two approaches that were developed for segmenting primarily movies and situation comedies. 42, 43 Both approaches use visual low-level features only to model the content coherence along a video.
Coherence modeling using shot recalls
Kender and Yeo model a video as a series of consecutive scenes and propose a technique for finding probable boundaries between consecutive scenes. 42 For comparing visual similarity of shots k m and k n , the distance measure D(k m , k n ) has been introduced as
The distance D(f m,i , f n,j ) measures the dissimilarity between frames f m,i and f n,j of a sequence and is used in the process of shot-boundary detection prior to the high-level segmentation process. Then, the measure D(k m , k n ) may be defined as the distance between the two most similar frames from shots k m and k n .
Using the shot dissimilarity measure from Eq. (1) and by taking into account the lengths and relative temporal positions of shots in a video sequence, Kender and Yeo model the content coherence as a continuous function that is evaluated at each shot boundary. The model is based on the assumption that the more the present shot and its nearby successors remind the viewer of the prior shots, the higher is the coherence at the time stamp of the present shot. This is indicated in Fig. 5(a) . Opposed to this, the coherence value is low if the present shot and its nearby successors fail to remind the viewer of the previous content of a video sequence [ Fig. 5(b) ].
Based on the above assumptions, the coherence value is computed at each shot transition by checking the possibilities to establish recalls of shots preceding the boundary by the shots following the boundary. Actually, the coherence is measured at each shot boundary as the total recall of the shots older than the boundary by the shots newer than the boundary.
However, not all shots of a sequence are investigated for the possibility of establishing the recalls. This investigation is done only for the shots that are available within a short-term memory buffer B. This buffer has adjustable length, moves along a sequence and surrounds in the form of a sliding window the shot boundary at which the total recall is computed. Furthermore, the buffering of the sequence material is modeled "as preserving the order of visual stimulus and as loosing older frames uniformly throughout the buffer at the same aggregate rate as new frames are perceived". 42 Consequently, more recent frames are more likely to be recalled by the present frame while older frames are more likely to be lost due to buffer "leakage". Also according to the buffer model, shots "shrink" as they get "older" which reduces their chances to be recalled.
To obtain the analytical expression for the coherence function, first, the recall SRecall(k m , k n ) between shots k m and k n is introduced as proportional to the function Sim(k m , k n ) describing their visual similarity and the function TR(k m , k n ) taking into account their lengths and their relative temporal positions within a video, that is:
The similarity function Sim(k m , k n ) is obtained here simply by "inverting" the dissimilarity measure from Eq. (1), that is:
Then, the total recall of all the shots older than the boundary by all the shots newer than the boundary (note that only the shots within the buffer B are considered) is defined as:
The coherence at the boundary between shots k i and k i+1 is now computed as the total recall Recall(k i , k i+1 ) normalized by the maximum potential recall Ideal(k i , k i+1 ) possible at that boundary, that is:
The maximum potential recall Ideal(k i , k i+1 ) is computed similarly as Recall(k i , k i+1 ) except that Sim(k m , k n ) in Eq. (2) is fixed at its maximum value of 1. The significant local minima of the coherence curve was measured along a sequence indicate the potential scene boundaries.
Coherence modeling using overlapping similarity links
Modeling the content coherence along a video sequence based on establishing links between related video shots is the path also followed by Hanjalic et al. 43 Their approach concentrates on movies and has the objective of partitioning an arbitrary movie sequence into episodes. Compared with the previously discussed method of Kender and Yeo, no recalls of the past shots are searched for but rather a sufficient percentage of the similar visual material in the shots coming ahead. Further, although the introduced principle of "overlapping similarity links" is indeed a model for coherence, Hanjalic et al. measure the content incoherence instead and use it for segmentation. Since, however, content incoherence is simply an inversion of coherence, we consider the objectives of both methods fully analogous.
Hanjalic et al. consider a hierarchical model of a movie structure which consists of three hierarchy levels namely shots, events and episodes. While shots are elementary "technical" temporal units of a video in general, an event is defined as the smallest semantic fragment of a movie. Such an event can be a dialog, an action scene or, generally, any series of shots unified by location or dramatic incident. However, an event does not need to be an unbroken series of consecutive shots; it can also alternate with another event. This is often used in the process of movie generation to represent several events taking place in parallel. Several alternating events are all together a good example of the highest semantic segment of a movie defined as an episode. There, all events are unified by the same chronological time frame of the story and form a rounded context which is in a certain sense separated from the neighboring contexts. An episode does not need to be related to several events; it can also concentrate on a single event. Since no shot within a movie is isolated but semantically it always belongs to a certain part of the story, each shot can be said to belong to one or to another episode. This implies that a movie can be understood as a concatenation of episodes.
The hierarchical model of the movie structure involving shots, events and episodes is illustrated in Fig. 6 . There, the fragment i of the event j is denoted by E J i . The model shows how an episode is built up around one movie event or around several of them taking place in parallel. Thereby, a shot can either be a part of an event or it can serve for its "description" by, e.g., showing the scenery where the next or the current event takes place showing a "story telling" narrator in typical retrospective movies, etc. In view of such a distinction, shots of a movie are further referred to as either event shots or descriptive shots.
Capturing the content coherence among shots belonging to one and the same episode is directly related to the hierarchical model of movie structure from Fig. 6 . Hanjalic et al. assume that an event is related to a specific location (scenery) and to certain movie characters. In other words, every now and then within an event,
Event shots
Descriptive shots Fig. 6 . Episodes 1 and 3 cover only one event and have a simple structure. Episode 2 covers two events, presented by their alternating fragments.
similar visual content elements (scenery, background, people, faces, dresses, specific patterns, etc.) appear and some of them even appear repeatedly. Since an episode is built around events, the same can be assumed for an episode as well; it is either related to only one event or to several of them alternating in time.
Assumption 3.
1. An episode can generally be characterized by a global temporal consistency of its visual content, that is, by good matches of its visual-content elements found anywhere within a certain limited time interval.
According to this assumption, the content coherence among shots belonging to one and the same episode may be modeled by overlapping links that connect shots with similar visual content elements.
For comparing visual similarity of shots k and k + l, the distance measure D(k, k + l) has been introduced as the result of a complex block-matching procedure. Prior to this procedure, shot-boundary detection has been performed and each shot has been represented by a number of key frames that optimally capture visual content of the shot. The block-matching procedure aims at discovering enough similar elements of the visual content in key frames of different shots. As content elements serve blocks that are taken from each key frame and represented each by its average color in the L * u * v * space. The dissimilarity D(k, k + l) is then found as the average of the MSE distances of B percent of most similar block pairs.
Three different cases can be distinguished depending on the relation of the current shot k to the mth episode of a movie. 
Here, c is the number of subsequent shots (look-ahead distance) with which the current shot is compared to check the visual dissimilarity. The threshold function T (k) specifies the maximum dissimilarity allowed within a single episode. Since the visual content is usually time-variant, the function T (k) also varies with the shot under consideration.
Case 3.2. There are no subsequent shots with sufficient similarity to shot k 2 , i.e., the inequality in Eq. (6) is not satisfied. However, one or more shots preceding shot k 2 link with shot(s) following shot k 2 . Then, the current shot is enclosed by a pair of shots that belong to mth episode, i.e.,
Here, r is the number of shots to be considered preceding the current shot k 2 (look-back distance).
Case 3.3. If for the current shot k 3 , neither Eq. (1) nor Eq. (2) is fulfilled and if shot k 3 links with one of the previous shots, then, shot k 3 is the last shot of episode(m).
To detect boundaries between episodes, one can in principle check Eqs. (6) and (7) for all shots in the video sequence. This however is computationally intensive and also unnecessary. According to Eq. (6), if the current shot k is linked to shot k + p (link between shots (a) and (b) in Fig. 7 ), all intermediate shots automatically belong to the same episode, so, they need not to be checked. Only if no link can be found for shot k (shot (c) in Fig. 7) , it is necessary to check whether at least one of r shots preceding the current shot k can be linked with a shot k + p [for p > 0 as stated in Eq. (7)]. If such a link is found [link between shots (d) and (e) in Fig. 7 ], the procedure can continue at shot k + p; otherwise, shot k is at the boundary of episode(m) [shot (e) in Fig. 7 ]. The procedure then continues with shot k + 1 for episode(m + 1). In order to determine whether a link can be established between two shots, the threshold function T (k) needs to be defined. This threshold is computed recursively from already detected shots that belong to the current episode. For this purpose, the value of Incoherence(k) at shot k is defined as the minimum of D(k, n) found in Eq. (6) [or in Eq. (7) if Eq. (6) does not hold], that is:
Then, the threshold function T (k) is defined as:
Here, α is a fixed parameter whose value is not critical between 1.3 and 2.0. The parameter N k denotes the number of links in the current episode that have led to the current shot k while the summation in Eq. (9) comprises the shots defining these links. Essentially, the threshold T (k) adapts itself to the content incoherence found so far in the episode. It also uses as a bias the last content incoherence value Incoherence 0 of the previous episode for which Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) is valid.
Discussion on performance
We address here the question of how efficient the detection of semantic segments may be if only visual features are considered in the partitioning process. Since in the specific video genres considered here -movies and situation comediesthe usage of other media is not likely to improve the segmentation process in a measure that would justify complex processes of audio, speech or text analysis, the discussion on the performance of the segmentation approaches described in this paper is basically the discussion on feasibility of segmenting the movies and situation comedies in general. The performance of the segmentation approach proposed by Kender and Yeo is strongly dependent on the size of the short-term memory buffer B. With increasing buffer length B, more shots are remembered and recalled and the video tends to be perceived as being more coherent. Opposed to this, a shorter buffer contains less information which makes it more difficult to find recalls for incoming shots. The largest problem here is that there seems to be no "natural" buffer size at which the segmentation performance is optimized.
Kender and Yeo tested their segmentation approach on three sequences: the first hour of a science-fiction movie and two half-hour situation comedies. Due to the important role of the buffer length B, the tests concentrated on investigating the influence of B on the segmentation results. As a ground truth, scene boundaries were used that were obtained by human segmentation. Experimental results reported by Hanjalic et al. indicate that the modeling of the content coherence using overlapping links between shots with sufficient visual similarity is quite successful in detecting the episode boundaries. The performance of the proposed approach is however not perfect and this not because of the presence of small percentages of false alarms and missed episode boundaries. The largest imperfection is that the detected boundaries are in many cases only close to but not overlapping with the real episode boundaries. A typical example where this imperfection may occur is the first segment boundary indicated in Fig. 3 . Since the first shot of the "meeting" segment is visually very different from other shots of that segment, the episode boundary may eventually be put after this shot if enough visual similarity is found between this shot and some preceding shot of the previous episode.
Hanjalic et al. evaluate their algorithm on two full-length movie sequences. Each shot was represented by two key frames taken from the beginning and end of a shot in order to capture most of its important visual content elements. To get a reliable idea about the positions of the actual episode boundaries, unbiased test subjects were asked to manually segment both movies and took into account only those boundaries registered by all test subjects. These boundaries are called probable. Then, the algorithm performed the segmentation of the movies for different values of parameters B (block percentage taken into account when comparing shots) and α (threshold parameter) and the automatically obtained boundaries were compared to the probable ones. Thereby, an automatically detected boundary, not registered by any of the test users, was considered as false.
Best performance for both movie sequences was obtained if 50% of blocks were considered in D(k, k + l) and for the threshold multiplication factor α of 1.4. For these parameter values, 69% of probable boundaries were detected in average for both movie sequences with only 6% of false detections. It should be clear however that in order for a detected boundary to be proclaimed a "hit", it is not necessary that it perfectly overlaps with a manually selected boundary. Due to the imperfection discussed above, certain distance from the real boundary is tolerated.
After investigating the missed 31% of probable boundaries, Hanjalic et al. found out that most of episodes which could not be distinguished from each other belong to the same global context (e.g., a series of episodes including a wedding ceremony, a reception and a wedding party). Therefore, the comprehensiveness of the boundary set obtained for B = 50% and α = 1.4 was not strongly degraded by missed boundaries.
Conclusions
The need for tools capable of automatically managing large amounts of video data will steadily become larger with increasing volumes of video content stored in emerging and growing video archives. A high level of sophistication is required for such tools since video material needs to be analyzed at the semantic level. Also, a large variety of algorithms for video content analysis needs to be developed due to an enormous diversity of video sequences with many different content characteristics.
Video sequences that can be modeled as concatenations of semantic segments take on a substantial share in the entire volume of video data that needs to be analyzed. Such sequences are, for instance, broadcast news programs, documentary programs with separated topic segments, movies divided into episodes and situation comedies divided into scenes. For sequences belonging to this class, efficient segmentation algorithms are required that are capable of detecting the boundaries between consecutive semantic segments. While, for instance, in the case of news broadcasts, the usage of different media is unavoidable for recovering the temporal semantic structure of the video content, the pay-off in considering other information than the visual one for segmenting movies and situation comedies is not high. Thus, segmentation algorithms there are dependent primarily on the usability of visual features for partitioning a video at the semantic level.
The current possibilities for segmenting movies and situation comedies using visual low-level features only were investigated in this paper on the basis of two state-of-the-art algorithms. Although both algorithms were based on a number of assumptions about the temporal content structure of a video and the connection of visual characteristics (features) of the video to this structure, they have both shown a high potential of using visual low-level features in recovering the semantic segments. Nevertheless, further development and refinement of these and similar methods is imperative in view of the crucial role that the visual content of a video has in determining the semantic temporal structure of a video.
